A BILL ENTITLED

AN ACT concerning

Consumer Protection – Right to Repair

FOR the purpose of requiring an original equipment manufacturer to make available, on certain terms, certain materials or updates to an independent repair provider or owner of digital electronic equipment; providing that a violation of certain provisions of this Act is an unfair, abusive, or deceptive trade practice and subject to certain enforcement and penalty provisions; defining certain terms; making stylistic changes; providing for the application of this Act; and generally relating to digital electronic equipment.

BY adding to Article – Commercial Law
Section 13–301(14)(xxxiii); and 14–4301 through 14–4304 to be under the new subtitle “Subtitle 43. Digital Electronic Equipment Repair” Annotated Code of Maryland (2013 Replacement Volume and 2020 Supplement)

BY repealing and reenacting, with amendments, Article – Commercial Law
Section 13–301(14)(xxxiii) through (xxxv)
Annotated Code of Maryland (2013 Replacement Volume and 2020 Supplement)

SECTION 1. BE IT ENACTED BY THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF MARYLAND, That the Laws of Maryland read as follows:

Article – Commercial Law

13–301.
Unfair, abusive, or deceptive trade practices include any: 

(14) Violation of a provision of:

(XXXIII) **TITLE 14, SUBTITLE 43 OF THIS ARTICLE;**

[(xxxiii)] **(XXXIV)** The federal Military Lending Act; or

[(xxxiv)] **(XXXV)** The federal Servicemembers Civil Relief Act; or

[(xxxv)] **(XXXVI)** § 11–210 of the Education Article; or

**SUBTITLE 43. DIGITAL ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT REPAIR.**

14–4301.

(A) In this subtitle the following words have the meanings indicated.

(B) (1) “AUTHORIZED REPAIR PROVIDER” means a person who has an arrangement with the original equipment manufacturer under which the original equipment manufacturer authorizes the person to:

(I) Use a trade name, service mark, or other proprietary identifier for the purpose of offering the services of diagnosis, maintenance, or repair of digital electronic equipment under the name of the original equipment manufacturer; or

(II) Offer diagnosis, maintenance, or repair services on behalf of the original equipment manufacturer.

(2) “AUTHORIZED REPAIR PROVIDER” includes an original equipment manufacturer who offers diagnosis, maintenance, or repair services for its own digital electronic equipment.

(C) “DIGITAL ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT” means a product that depends for its functioning, wholly or partly, on digital electronics embedded in or attached to the product.

(D) “DOCUMENTATION” means a manual, diagram, reporting output, service code description, schematic diagram, or other information provided to an authorized repair provider for the diagnosis, maintenance, or repair of digital electronic equipment.
(E) (1) “EMBEDDED SOFTWARE” means programmable instructions provided on the firmware delivered with digital electronic equipment, or with a part for digital electronic equipment, for purposes of equipment operation.

(2) “EMBEDDED SOFTWARE” includes all relevant patches and fixes made by the manufacturer of the digital electronic equipment or part of that equipment.

(F) “FIRMWARE” means a software program or set of instructions programmed on digital electronic equipment, or on a part of that equipment, to allow the equipment or part to communicate with other computer hardware.

(G) “INDEPENDENT REPAIR PROVIDER” means a person that:

(1) Offers the services of diagnosis, maintenance, or repair of digital electronic equipment; and

(2) Is not an authorized repair provider.

14–4302.

(A) This subtitle applies only to documentation, parts, tools, or updates required for the diagnosis, maintenance, or repair of digital electronic equipment.

(B) This subtitle does not apply to:

(1) A motor vehicle manufacturer;

(2) A manufacturer of motor vehicle equipment;

(3) A motor vehicle dealer acting as a manufacturer of motor vehicle equipment;

(4) A product or service of a motor vehicle manufacturer;

(5) A product or service of a manufacturer of motor vehicle equipment; or

(6) A product or service of a motor vehicle dealer acting as a manufacturer of motor vehicle equipment.
(C) THIS SUBTITLE MAY NOT BE CONSTRUED TO:

(1) EXCEPT AS NECESSARY TO COMPLY WITH THE TERMS OF THIS
SUBTITLE, REQUIRE AN ORIGINAL EQUIPMENT MANUFACTURER TO DIVULGE A
TRADE SECRET; OR

(2) INTERFERE WITH OR ALTER AN ARRANGEMENT BETWEEN AN
AUTHORIZED REPAIR PROVIDER AND AN ORIGINAL EQUIPMENT MANUFACTURER.

14–4303.

AN ORIGINAL EQUIPMENT MANUFACTURER SHALL, ON FAIR AND
REASONABLE TERMS, MAKE AVAILABLE TO AN INDEPENDENT REPAIR PROVIDER OR
OWNER OF DIGITAL ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT:

(1) ANY DOCUMENTATION, PARTS, TOOLS, OR UPDATES TO
INFORMATION OR EMBEDDED SOFTWARE; OR

(2) AS IT APPLIES TO EQUIPMENT THAT CONTAINS A
SECURITY–RELATED FUNCTION, ANY DOCUMENTATION, TOOLS, PARTS, OR UPDATES
NEEDED TO RESET THE LOCK OR FUNCTION WHEN DISABLED.

14–4304.

A VIOLATION OF THIS SUBTITLE IS:

(1) AN UNFAIR, ABusive, OR DECEPTIVE TRADE PRACTICE WITHIN
THE MEANING OF TITLE 13 OF THIS ARTICLE; AND

(2) SUBJECT TO THE ENFORCEMENT AND PENALTY PROVISIONS
CONTAINED IN TITLE 13 OF THIS ARTICLE.

SECTION 2. AND BE IT FURTHER ENACTED, That this Act shall be construed to
apply only prospectively and may not be applied or interpreted to have any effect on or
application to any equipment sold or in use before the effective date of this Act.

SECTION 3. AND BE IT FURTHER ENACTED, That this Act shall take effect
October 1, 2021.